Dear Friends,

At the heart of Bigs & Littles NYC is our tried and true capacity to thoughtfully bring caring adult mentors into the lives of children, while supporting their entire families — in 2022, our mission became even more critical. In the last decade, loneliness has increasingly become a global crisis, exacerbated in 2020 onward by the separation, isolation and quarantine brought on by the pandemic. Children and adolescents struggled more than ever, but those with protective factors including social connections, at least one supportive adult in their lives and concrete support for their parents, fared better.

At Bigs & Littles NYC, our Big Brothers and Big Sisters are a lifeline to hope and opportunity, finding ways to ignite the potential for every Little Brother and Little Sister that comes to our doors. With the help of our steadfast supporters, we are creating long lasting, meaningful relationships that give every child a supportive ear to listen, and an inspiring role model to guide. Our volunteer mentors across the board report experiences with their Littles that are more enriching and rewarding than they imagined, and develop a profound connection to our community at large.

Thank you for being an integral part of our vision and our legacy. This annual report highlights how together, we are fulfilling our mission while driving greater resilience through social connectedness, celebrating difference and diversity, and promoting family cohesion.

With appreciation,

Andrew R. Bogart  
Board President

Vidhya R. Kelly, LMSW  
CEO / Executive Director
Mission

Founded in 1902, Bigs & Littles NYC Mentoring strives to transform the lives of children through one-to-one mentoring, while strengthening entire families in hardship.

Vision

A city in which all young people are empowered to recognize, reach for and achieve their full potential.

Demographics

- 90% qualify for free/reduced lunch
- 1/3 of our youth have been in or are at risk of foster care placement
- 70% come from a single-parent household
- 35% of our youth have IEPs
- 67% are the first generation in their families to attend college

In 2022, Bigs & Littles NYC Mentoring served 698 children and family members, including nearly 200 in one-to-one matches. Volunteer mentors contributed approximately 17,856 hours towards fulfilling our mission.
Your Investment Impact

- 94% of High School graduates entered a college or training program
- 99% of youth served were promoted to the next grade
- 97% of parents increased self-efficacy
- 94% of 12th-grade youth served graduated High School within 5 years
- 97% of youth showed increased self-confidence
- 98% of youth served avoided early parenting and substance abuse
Dannaliese (Dannie) and Aida
Matched December 2018
Community-Based Mentoring

Raised in the Dominican Republic, Dannie’s mom Ana grew up in difficult circumstances, not having shoes or school supplies and sent out to work from a young age. Driven towards a better life, Ana persevered to complete school and earn a college degree in Secretarial studies, following her husband to NY in 2003, a few years after having their first child. Like many new immigrants, Ana battled to learn English until the transition began to ease, and she could find work as an office manager at Kipps, a charter school. Ana had three more children, and when her youngest Dannie, joined Bigs & Littles at age 7, she was struggling to stay focused in school and had fallen behind in reading. Dannie was later diagnosed with ADHD and has been receiving additional support and counseling. Her Big Sister Aida came at the perfect time. Born in Queens, Aida is 44, Colombian-Ecuadorian American, and a former children’s therapist, currently directing an early intervention program at NYU pediatrics. Aida holds a Master’s in Human Development and Social Intervention and was moved to become a mentor to a fellow first generation American as she witnessed the impact that the anti-immigration and family separation policies were having on the Hispanic community. Dannie and Aida started out by doing a lot of arts and crafts and had so much fun making slime that Dannie wanted to do it for every outing.

Aida continuously encourages Dannie to be creative, try new things and share her own love of reading, taking Dannie to the library to pick out books she likes.

Together they attended agency events like our National Mentoring Month Celebration and enjoyed Yankees games over several summers. During the pandemic, Aida and Dannie played games and watched movies together via zoom and FaceTime, further deepening their friendship. They were excited to connect back in person, just in time for Dannie to help Aida celebrate her wedding as one of her bridesmaids. Now in the 7th grade, 12 year old Dannie has grown more confident and is motivated to do well in school. Dannie’s father is a machine operator whose job was impacted during the pandemic, making it an incredibly stressful time for the family. Now that her parents are both working full time again, the family is more hopeful for their future.
Jalen and Steve met through the Bigs & Littles NYC Mentoring W.O.W. program with JPMorgan, whose employees have the unique opportunity to build a one-to-one relationship while in a group mentoring setting, providing invaluable learning opportunities to inspire the next generation of leaders in our city. Steve and Jalen meet twice a month with the rest of their fellow matches at JPMorgan and take part in a curriculum focused on career and college exploration, aimed at developing vital 21st century skills — communication, collaboration, creativity and critical thinking.

Activities include building a resume, searching and applying for summer opportunities and thinking through pathways for higher education. On the surface, the pair are worlds apart — Jalen a 15-year-old African American teenager who lives in the Bronx with his mother Kem and attends 10th grade at Murray Hill Academy, and Steve — 62 years old, Jewish, raised in Rockland County and now living with his wife Alissa and three children in Long Beach. Currently Managing Director and Wealth Partner at JPMorgan Wealth Management with over 35 years of experience in finance, Steve holds a B.A. in Mathematics and Biology from Boston University and an M.S. in Statistics and Operations Research from NYU.

At W.O.W, Steve and Jalen discovered they had a similar sense of humor and were able to connect quickly, discussing Jalen’s life goals and ambitions.

Steve enjoys Jalen’s funny and engaging personality; appreciating that he doesn’t shy away from asking questions and meeting new people. Having had the opportunity to mentor younger colleagues in the workplace and tutor high school students in the past, Steve welcomed the opportunity to offer career advice and support to a young person in his workplace. He is direct and encouraging with Jalen, giving him specific and constructive feedback on any of the activities they do together. Jalen has lofty goals of becoming an engineer, and Steve is a great source of support, offering tough love and sharing important life lessons so Jalen can stay on track. He was thrilled to see Jalen take the initiative to start a Robotics club at his school this year.

Cheers to Good Apple, our pioneer corporate partner since 2017 and enduring sponsor of our special events, who in their sixth year of the W.O.W. Program expanded funding support to our community based mentoring program as well. As corporations are continuously evolving and growing and through innumerable changes occurring in the city, we have counted on the phenomenal leadership at Good Apple to be unwavering advocates of mentoring and true champions for NYC youth. Thank you Good Apple!
Start a W.O.W. Program.

Is your company ready to boost employee engagement, build camaraderie and promote volunteerism? We invite corporate employees to be a part of our World of Work Mentoring program, where local students are matched one-to-one with mentors from our corporate partners.

Contact Vidhya Kelly at vkelly@bigslittlesnyc.org
Maciel and Deborah
Matched December 2022
Mentoring Moms & Dads Program

The Bigs & Littles NYC Mentoring Moms and Dads Program is the only initiative of its kind, offering mentors to single parents and their children simultaneously. Through this effort, Moms like Maciel have developed profound supportive friendships with caring volunteers who sign up to help their mentees reach for their goals. A Hispanic, single mother to 12-year-old Leo, Maciel grew up in the Bronx with her own single mom, helping to care for four younger siblings. Born with a chronic kidney condition that worsened as she grew older, Maciel found it harder and harder to keep up with her work in the film industry, and was forced to stop working in 2019. When Maciel first came to Bigs & Littles, the family was homeless and living in a shelter. Through the adversity they faced, Maciel always put Leo’s schooling, social life and wellbeing first, doing everything she could to ensure he had a stable group of friends and did well in school.

Seeing first-hand the impact a Big Brother continues to have in Leo’s life, Maciel was thrilled to seek out a mentor of her own, and was introduced to Debbie in 2022.

Debbie is 55 years old, African-American and lives in Queens. Born in Trinidad, Debbie moved to New York at 15, and with two busy working parents, she came to rely on her older sister for support. As a Mentor, Debbie hoped to pay it forward. She hit it off with Maciel instantly and made it a priority to get together consistently, on top of their weekly FaceTime calls. Maciel turns to Debbie for parenting advice, and though Debbie has no kids of her own, she has helped raise 10 godchildren and has plenty of guidance to share! Nearly three years after joining Bigs & Littles, Maciel lives in a permanent apartment in Brooklyn and is in the process of starting her own handmade jewelry business. She is so grateful to have Debbie’s support as she works to get the business off the ground.
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Financial Snapshot

2022 ANNUAL BUDGET: $1.39M

Thanks to annual donations from our Board of Trustees, 100% of every dollar raised goes to directly supporting our programs.

To make a contribution, visit bigslittlesnyc.org/donate
Volunteer mentors ages 21 and older provide guidance and support to a young person aged 7 to 19, spending 8 hours a month together for one year and introducing a child/teen to new ideas, activities and interests. Bigs & Littles NYC’s mentors report that they gain much more than anticipated from the experience of giving back and strengthening our community.

Become a Mentor Today

Visit https://bigslittlesnyc.org/volunteer
Thank You

KEY INVESTORS | $50,000+
Mother Cabrini Health Foundation • Al and Annie Muzaurieta / Good Apple • Alfred E. Smith Memorial Foundation • Ingrid and Jack Kelly • Catholic Charities Archdiocese of New York

LEADERS | $25,000 – $49,999
Elsa and Andrew Bogart • JOE Fund • Judith Donahue Lafranchi and Bruce Edward Lafranchi • Mary Claire Bonner Lagno and Christopher Lagno • Laurie and Pierre Lapeyre • The Robert and Kate Niehaus Foundation • North Carolina Empowering Kids & Communities Foundation • Erin and David Wright

BENEFACTORS | $10,001 – $24,999
Mohammed Tamzid Alam • Sandra Alvarez • Sasha and Shamus Bartnett • BlackRock Charitable Fund • Constance Curran • Anja and Kevin Dreyer • The Hugoton Foundation • Blanche and Peter Johnson • JPMorgan Chase • Kim and Mark Kelly • Nicole and Mark Lawrence • Meehan Foundation • Patricia Moran • Charmaine and Michael Clark • The Edward and Ellen Roche Relief Foundation • Maureen O’Leary • Wells Fargo Bank • The Sani Family Foundation • Jen and John Shaughnessy • Danai and Krishan Singh • Lillian and Jonathan Tillman

CHAMPIONS | $5,000 – $9,999
Sandra Addo and Laurence Woolford • Annie Eaton Society • Amy and Timothy Clyne • Linda DeCorato Perrotta and Joseph Perrotta • Megan and Matthew Dowd • Eisbruck Family • John Evans • Gabelli Funds • Sunny and Brad Goldberg • Goldman Sachs Gives • Allan Keene • Vidhya and Robert Kelly • Joanna Geraghty and Christopher Kelly • KeyBank • La Vida Feliz Foundation • Louise Tranford and Joseph Lipari • Nordstrom Charitable Giving • Trecia and Ewan Pessoa • John Rasulo • Raymond James & Associates • Elizabeth and Bradley Robins • Amber and Michael Sabat • Daniel Scales • William E. Simon Foundation • Lottie and Donald A. Sivick • Anne and Carter Sullivan • Aida Maria Custode and Jose Vila • Wisdom Tree

AMBASSADORS | $1,000 – $4,999
Rob Abel • Genevieve Anderson • Apollo Global Management • Bank of America Charitable Foundation • Benjamin & Seema Pulier Charitable Foundation, INC. • The Berger Family Fund • BlackRock • BNY Mellon Community Partnership • Ned Branthover • Dan Brillman • Paul Cirillo • Ronan Conlon • Paul Conte • The Degnan Family Foundation, INC • Stacey Dolan • Lee and George E. Doty, Jr. • Debbie and George Duarte • Edward Sykes Endowment Trust • BTIG • Andrew Fine • Kate and Sean Foley •
Frank Garofalo • Goulston Technologies • Sara and Pasquale Granieri • Mary and Timothy Gray • Margaret and Bill Greason • Kristen and Arthur Hall • Jacqueline and Bob Helpern • Krista and Andrew Hemingway • Jennifer Hochglaube • IBM • International Assoc. Of Bridge, Structural, Ornamental and Reinforcing Iron Workers • Dave Joyce • Matthew Kelly • Nancy and Chris King • Chris Kirsten • Rachelle and Brian Lafranchi • Roberts & Holland, LLP • Lynn Liu • Toni Malafronte • Laura Manley • Carolyn and William Mascharka • Mastercard • Kathleen and Bruno Mastropasqua • Marcy and Greg Maybaum • Yibei McDermott • Chris McGlinn • Vaishali Mokashi • Lynn McMahon and Garry Munson • New York Business Development Corporation • John Nolan • Jim Normile • Marcy and Jim Baker • Sharon and Thom Parrino • James Peck • Joseph Petti • Sonia Pogon • Maureen and Joseph A. Pollicino, Jr. • Marie Wallace Powers • Shefali Raichaudhuri • Art Rasmussen • William H. Roth • Arman Rousta • Rima and Ritendra Roy • Schecter Family Fund • Kendra Scott • Val and Jeff Sprague • Marcia Steinberg • Kevin Steuerer • Alan Suna • Nirav Thakker • United Health Group • Molly Vannucci • Shari and Henry Verschell • Robert and Monica Waupotitsch • Andrea and Thomas Webber • Jed Weinstein • Whole Food Market Community Giving Program

**FRIENDS | CONTRIBUTIONS UP TO $999 AND IN-KIND DONATIONS**

Gina Accordino • Adobe Inc. • Christina Aguirre • Adam Aikens • Mark Aiston • Manuel Albino • Julie Alonso • Diana Altieri • Christian Alvarez • Chris Ambrosio • Patrick Ambrosio • Sophie Amelia • Drew Anderson • Kate Andriola • The Appel Farms Arts & Music Center • Ingrid Aquino • Milton Arantes • Rose-Elizabeth Arbouet • Thilini Ariyawansa • Katherine Arndt • Rosemarie Arroyo • Rossana Arteaga-Gomez • Nagham Aukra • Finola Austin • Florencia Azpiroz • Tiffany Baez • Tom Bailey • Amanda Bailey • George Anthony Bancroft, II • Erlwine Banks • Paul Bannister • Amanda Barreto • Diane and Kevin Barton • Jim Barton • Meghna Baskar • Karl Batcha • Shiloh Bates • Mecka Baumeister • Sasha Bechtler-Levin • Andrew Beisel • Berenice Bellizaire • Alexa Bello • Luisa Beltran • Joann and Joseph Benanti • Yolisept Bencosme • Rebecca Bent • Shereen Beydoun • David Beyer • Neeta Bidwai • Izabela Blach • Eileen Blank • Juliana Blau • Jon Blauner • Hilary Blum • Allison Bly • BNP Paribas • Daniel Bormolini • Alexandra Brand • Diana Brandenburg • Lionel Brecx • George Breen • Elizabeth Brennan • Andrew Brewster • Deanna Brigandi • Rhonda Brodlie • Nandi Brooks • Richard Brounstein • Jaci Brown • Henry Bubel • Renata Bukovicova • Patrick Burgoyne • Kara Burke • Moira Burke • Anna Cadwallader • Edward Callahan • Natallia Camargo • Marcella Camargosilva • Delia Campoverde • Steeven Campoverde • Dorothy M. and Robert P. Carlson • Annie Casciani • Noreen and Tom Casciani • Patricia Casteran • Robert Castillo • Christine and Vincent Celenza • Jose Cervino • Ruth Chadsey • Justin Chan • Chatam Imports • Wei-Chuan Chen • Andy Chiang • Shanmathi Chockalingam • Timothy Choe • Chutroo Family • Heidi Cinquegrana • Dane Clarke • Aubrey Raimondi and Andrew Clerico • Molly Coffey • Dominique Collins • Sarah Collins • Jeffrey Coltin • Jeff Coltin • Anthony Comis • Caroline Conway • Medina Cook • Andrea Coppola • Chris Cox • Sarah Craig • David Crawford • Steve Crinic • James Crossen •
Jim Crumlish • Lee Crutcher • Michael Culhane • Anthony Culotta • Jaclyn Daly • Carol Davidsen • Rindcy Davis • Renato De Araujo • Jaymar De Leon • Teresa DeCaro • John Decorato • Kerri Del Bene • Abigail Del Grosso • John Delehanty • Jaclyn Denomme • Maggie Determann • Deutsche Bank • Ericka Diaz • Ingrid DiClemente • Frank DiMauro • Matthew Dinowitz • Rhonda DiPronio • Jennifer Dodd • Stephanie Dollentas • Sarah Doneghy • Marjorie and Kevin Donnelly • Cathy and John Dougherty • Dan Drake • Paul Dsouza • Kalaivani Duane • Kristen Duarte • Eric Duarte • Natalie Dunn • Jake Ehrlich • Kareem Elbayar • Andrew Eljuga • Catherine & Long Ellis • Sara Engelhard • Kevin Englert • Patrick English • Christopher Farella • Nancy Farkas • Kenneth Farrell • Steven Feldman • Deborah Ferdinand • Mathew Fernandes • Gabriella Ferreira • Charles Fisher • Tara Fitzpatrick • Tim Fitzpatrick • Eva Fontanez • Miguel Fontanez • Jennifer Foti • Jamie Foti • Sarah Frank • Nacala Frederick-Spiegler • Mary Fuchs • Dina Furman • Joan Keller Gagnier • Edward Gardella • Marissa Gernett • Reggie Gibbs • Alexis Gilbert • Julia Gilliam • Dulcinea Gillman • Leslie Giordana • Albert Giroux • GitHub • Alexis Glanville • Glenmorangie • Patricia Glotser • Cynthia and William J. Goebelbecker • Theodore Goff • Karen Goff • Lia Golden • Michael Golia • Maria Gonzalez-Terrazas • Henry Goracke • Jess Gorski • Caroline Goudy • Margaret Grace • Deirdre Grant • Jason Green • The Greenwich Hotel • Steven Grill • Michele Guadagno • Guggenheim Securities, LLC • Niraj Gupta • Alec Guth,erz • Deborah and Jack Gault • Connie and Kevin Hackett • Connor Hampton • Harker Family Fund • Ross Harold • John Hawkins • Katherine Hayes • Monique Hazeur • Wendy Herzberg • Madhubhashini Kalhari Hewage • Kara Hines • Ryan Hinton • Sophie Hoch • HOKA • Gregory Hold • Sarah B. Holden • Julie Holloway • Michael Holme • Linda & Richie Holtzman • Kendall Hood • Alex Horowitz • Hotaling & Co • Kawana Howard • Matt Hulbert • Danielle Hunt • David Iba • Justin Ifill • Tatiana Ingram • Megan Isenstadt • Katerina Ivlyushova • Kathryn Annie Jacobson • Dana Jaggi • Jamaica Inn • Marian James • Jennifer Davoli Jang • Lucie Jean • Heather Jeremiah • Pierre Joemets • Mike Johanek • Barbara and Bob Jones • Tarnetta V Jones • Juan Jones • Kyle Judge • Jane Kang • Braydon Kaplan • Daniel Kasman • Leon Kassabian • Lauren Katzen • Dylan Keefe • Margaret Keene • Iris Keeney • John R. Keller • Sean Kelly • Lawson Kelly • John Kelly • Jaya Kelly • Kendra Scott • Jennifer Khan • Lisa E. Kiernan • Los Kiks • Katie Kinsey • Monique and Gus Kinsolving • Dimitri Kiriazov • Brandie Knox • Knox Design Strategy • Ron Kole • John Korduba • Neha Kothari • Alexander Kotler • Violet Krasnigi • Sofia Kriger • Gowri Krishna • Sarah Kubasik • Nancy and Tone Kwas • Robert Lagno • Maria LaMagna • Olivia LaSpina-Williams • Gina St. Laurent • Annie Lawrence • Ryder Lawrence • Michelle Lechuga • Adam Lee • Anna Brian Lee • Brandon Leff • Brian Lei • Grace Leigh • Gregory Leischner • Karen Leiton • Olesia Lek • Barry Levey • Daniel Levine • Riley Lewis • Jamelah Lewis • Luke Lister • Marilyn and John D. Lium • Patricia Ljungquist • Michael Lotito • Andrea Lopilato • Dara Lozny • Kahlil Lozoraitis • Anita Luckett • LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton • Prajna Madhusudhan • James Mahon • Quynh Mai • Caroline Main • Kurt Maitland • Demetri Makoulis • Erion Malaj • Robin Mamary • Jane Mancino • Laura Manley • Mark Manolescu • Chris Marcotrigiano • Leonardo Marquez • Alvaro Marrero • Melissa Martin • Masala Pizza • John Mattioli • Mark Mavromatis
• Zoey and Max • Ben Mayo • Andrew McAllister • Keira McCarthy • Liam McDermott • Yibei Chen • Paul McGinley • Chris McInerney • Andrew McKellop • Michael McKeon • McKinsey • James McLoughlin • Yash Mehta • Joanne Meikle • Nicholas Melfi • Bailey Mellos • Eric Melnick • Ana Melo and Brad Battaglia • Patricia Merenda • Antoinette & Matthew Merenda • Sabeen Mian • Michter's • Dan Migala • Jonina Mignon • Robert Milas • Daryl Miller • Jesse Miller • Myles Miller • Suzanne Miller • Cennedi Mills • Susan Milyavsky • Stephanie Miodus • Diana Mohyi • Vaishali Mokashi • Nanda Monteiro • Peter Moore • Kristen Morale • Mayra Morales-Laurent • Molly Moran • Meredith Morris • Kate Motsett • Michelle Moyer • Govardhan Mudduluru • Aysen Muderrisoglu • Kyle Mulligan • Norma Munoz • Kamryn Murdock • Ramya Naik • Karolina Nanowski • Angelina Naula • Shabari Nayak • Katie Newman • Mayoung Nham • George Niedermayer • Haim Nigri • Grace Nordloh • Joseph Nunziante • Ruvimbo Nyemba • Elise O’Bert • Susan O'Connor • Puja Ogale • Peter O'Hara • Erin O'Kane • Brad Okun • Kwame Onwuachi • Stephen O'Reilly • Orly • Sydney Ostrofsky • Defne Ozaltun • John Paccione • Rahmel Pacheco • Alexandra Palmer • Paramount • Matthew Parrino • Adam Parrino • Isabel Pastore • Kashish Patel • Emily Pazar • David Paz-Grusin • Matias Pelenur • Rosario Perez • Susan Peters • Ruth Ann Pilney • Melanie Pino • William R. Pollack • Carly Pollina • Candria Posso • Joseph Principato • Raymond Prucher • Caroline Queally • Caroline R • Sara Radelicki • Anastasia Radloff • Neev Raichaudhuri • Justin Rakowicz • Jonathan Ramirez • Rocio Raña • John Rasulo • Flavio Rausei • Michael Reilly • Justin Reinheimer • Don Repetto • Nicolas Revheim • Thalia Reyes • Tiffany Riady • Katy Ricci • Hannah Rose Ricci • Maria Ricuarte • David Robbins • Nirmala Roche • Nathalie Rodrigues de Carvalho • Adriana Rodriguez • Denise Romanello • John Rosenberg • Dan Rosenthal • Row House • Matt Russell • Adriana Samper • Loreley Sanchez • Sands Point Golf Club • Priya Sangameswaran • Mohit Sani • Mark Saksi • Alison Sass • James Schniepp • Grace Schultz • Lia Schwartzman • Lindsey Seaman • Hunter Seidman • Robert Sellman • Prashanth Selvam • Denise Sena • Lydia Serrano • Danielle Shapiro • Briana Sharp • Meg and Tom Sheridan • Susan Shields • Chris Shultz • Lauren Sicilia • Susan C. Sigda and Alexander Lotocki de Veligost • Philip Silverman • Patricia Simpson • Daniell Singh • Brian Sinko • Daniela Sinobad • Luckasz Skowronski • Rich Skoller • Erika Sliwak • Anne Smart • AnnaMaria Smeraldi • Derek Smith • Emily Smith • Kelli Scheid Smith • Carmeron Alexander Smith • Jill Snodgrass • David Soberman • Alfons Sola • Alex Solin • Antonio M Soto • Erin Sottosanti • Nicholas Spacavento • Stacey Spanedda • Stephanie Spano • Alex Specht • Jinnie Spiegler • Erik Staley • Jared Stankowski • David Starker • Jason Steinway • Turner Stephan • Carol Ann Sterling • Michael Stewart Evans • Lauren Stroger • Victor Suarez • Morgan Suckow • Sean Sullivan • Cary Sullivan • Sam Sullivan • Abbey Sussell • Greg Swenson • Szossari • Kenneth Taharka Farrell • Meghan Takacs • Jennifer Tate • Isaac Tay • Mike Taylor • Zarin Tejani • Nicholas Temple • Sara R. Thompson • John Thompson • Kathleen Thompson • Jeff Thorn • Ryan and Hanna Thornton • Bill Tierney • Zuzana Tothova • Mario Tucci • Mike Tudisco • Breana Tutuska • Shamin Vaswani • Ashley Vecchio • Gustavo Velazco • Kimberly Viders • James Wagner • Vicki Walcott-Edim • Christine Walsh • Willard Weatherly • Matthew Weinreb • Snezana Weinstein • Barbara Weisz • Nicole Welborn •
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